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I. INTRODUCTION

This is the FY84 final report on the program entitled "Laser Remote

Sensing of Atmospheric Pollutants" supported by the Air Force Engineering and

Services Center and the Air Force Aerospace Medical Division. The effort is

part of a larger ongoing program at Lincoln Laboratory to develop laser remote

sensing techniques for the detection of chemical species in the atmosphere.

The specific tasks which were conducted during FY84 for this research

program consisted of the following:

(1) The continuation of the CO2 DIAL measurement program,

(2) Further development of the Co:MgF2 DIAL system,

(3) Initial investigation of the use of the Co:MgF2 DIAL system for

range resolved DIAL measurements of atmospheric species,

(4) Establishment of the sensitivity of the Co:MgF2 DIAL system for

the remote sensing of atmospheric HC1, and

(5) Initial investigation of frequency-shifting techniques for the

Co:MgF2 laser.

Each of these tasks are described in detail in the following sections.

Supportive documentation is included in the appendices.

II. C02 DIAL INVESTIGATIONS

The study of the use of CO2 differential-absorption LIDAR (DIAL) for

the remote sensing of atmospheric pollutants was continued during FY84 and

consisted of two investigations. The specifics of these two investigations

are presented in Appendix A and Appendix B. A 2ynopsis of the studies are

presented below.

I
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A. Error Reduction in Laser Remote Sensing: Combined Effects of Cross-

Correlation and Signal Averaging

A theoretical analysis was made of the extent to which the accuracy of a

DIAL measurement may be improved by using different signal processing tech-

niques, in particular the combined effects of signal-averaging and temporal

cross-correlation. In addition, experimental results involving signal returns

from a diffusely reflecting target using a dual-CO2 laser DIAL system with

both heterodyne and direct detection were found to be in excellent agreement

with the theoretical analysis (Appendix A).

The DIAL experiments measured the effectiveness of using the ratio of

signal returns from a dual-laser system in conjunction with signal averaging

in improving measurement accuracy. In general, significant improvement was

obtained by first averaging the individual LIDAR signals and then taking the

ratios of the averaged signals in order to deduce the differential-absorption

value. This is in contrast to taking the ratio of each pulse-pair DIAL return

and then averaging this ratio; such analysis can lead to a significant error

due to the exaggerated effect of small fluctuations in calculating the ratio

value.

The degree of improvement was found to be strongly dependent upon the

relative values of the standard deviation (fluctuation level) and the temporal

cross-correlation and autocorrelation of the LIDAR signals. However, in

general, the accuracy of the DIAL measurements was of the order of 3 to 5% for

direct detection of hard target returns and of the order of 5 to 15% for

hetrodyne detection. It should be added that these results are primarily

applicable to our 10-Hz PRF CO2 DIAL system and should not be construed to

2
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apply to a higher PRF system. It is anticipated that a higher PRF system

could, in principle, obtain a better measurement accuracy.

B. CO2 Laser Remote Sensing of Atmospheric Ammonia

The CO2 DIAL system was used to study the feasibility of the laser

remote sensing of atmospheric ammonia (Appendix B). This study encompassed

the determination of the optimum CO2 laser lines for the remote sensing of

ammonia, the first demonstration of the detection of atmospheric ammonia using

a CO2 DIAL system, and the observation of an interplay of the concentration

of water vapor and ammonia under ambient conditions.

With CO2 LIDAR returns obtained from topographic targets at a range of

2.7 km, the experiments demonstrated the ability of the DIAL system to remote-

ly sense the presence of NH3 with a path-averaged detection sensitivity of 5

parts per billion (ppb) at this range. The concentration of atmospheric

ammonia was observed to vary between a negligible amount (less than 5 ppb) to

values as high as 20 ppb. In addition, an apparent negative correlation

between the measured concentration of ammonia and the separately measured

relative humidity was observed; this negative correlation may be due to the

solubility of ammonia in water vapor aerosols in the atmosphere.

III. Co:MgF2 LASER DIAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The Co:MgF 2 laser reported in the FY83 Final Report was modified in

order to increase laser output energy and spectral tunability. In addition,

the DIAL system was changed to provide for computer control of the laser wave-

length and DIAL data acquisition. Some of the details of the laser system are

presented in the FY83 Final Report. The specific technical modifications are

described in the following section.

3



Fig,,re 1 shows a schematic of the Co:MgF2 DIAL system. This system is

similar to the previous system with the following changes: (1) the solid,

intracavity etalon is now 0.25 mm thick and coated for 20% reflectivity at 1.6

micrometers, (2) the output mirror (M2) was changed in reflectivity to 90%

from 95% to reduce the internal circulating laser energy which had previously

caused optical damage in mirror M1, (3) the triple-element birefrigent tuning

filter (BTF) was angle tuned through use of a Burleigh "Inchworm" and computer

controlled, and (4) a 60 cm diameter Cassegrain telescope was used instead of

the off-axis paraboloid.

The output energy of the Co:MgF2 laser was approximately 10 J at a PRF

of 3 Hz, the spectral linewidth was 0.15 cm-1, and the pulse length was

approximately 0.5 microseconds. The actual laser energy transmitted into the

atmosphere was estimated to be about 7 mJ per pulse.

The temporal characteristics of the output energy are shown in Fig. 2

which presents a photograph of the oscilloscope trace of the free running

(not Q-switched) and Q-switched Co:MgF2 laser output. The multi-spike

output under free-running conditions is typical of relaxation oscillations in

a solid-state laser under nonequilibrium pump conditions.

The laser energy was limited, under Q-switched conditions, to less than

15 mJ/pulse by the damage threshold of the back mirror (MI in Fig. 1) of the

laser cavity. It is anticipated that this threshold can be raised by an order

of magnitude by changes in the laser cavity and laser pumping scheme; these

changes are currently being made.

The wavelength of the laser was monitored by use of a 1-m grating

spectrometer coupled to a scanning 64-element pyroelectric detector array

4
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Figure 1. Schematic of Co:MgF2 LIDAR system.
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Figure 2. Oscilloscope trace of Co:MgF2 laser pulse.
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1

placed at the output focal plane of the spectrometer. The array provided for

wavelength calibration of the laser on a single-shot basis with an accuracy of

approximately 0.5 cm-1 . Figure 3 shows a photograph of the output of the

spectral array detector . This system was used for coarse adjustment of the

laser frequency and to ensure stable operation of the Co:MgF2 laser. Finer

spectral resolution was provided by a fixed, 0.5 cm spacing, air-gap Fabry-

Perot etalon whose output was recorded by the computer as the laser frequency

was scanned; this provided precise calibration of the wavelength of the laser

as it was scanned.

In addition, a 1-m-long laboratory absorption cell was used for absorp-

tion calibration. The detected normalized absorption signal was collected by

the computer system for comparison with the LIDAR (DIAL) absorption data.

The computer was used to control the wavelength of the Co:MgF2 laser

and to collect and analyze the LIDAR absorption cell, Fabry-Perot, and

normalization (laser energy/pulse) signals. Two different computer programs

were written which were used for path-averaged and range-resolved DIAL

measurements.

For path-averaged measurements, the computer scanned the Co:MyF2 laser

in small increments over a 3 to 5 cm-1 frequency region and rocorded the

LIDAR and absorption cell data. The Fabry-Perot data was used to calibrate

the wavelength position of the LIDAR and absorption cell data. For

range-resolved data, the computer "toggled" the laser output between the two

wavelengths chosen so that they were on-resonance and off-resonance to the

absorption line of the DIAL detected species. The range-resolved LIDAR data

was collected by a transient digitizer and averaged over a selected number of

7
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Figure 3. Output of spectrometer pyroelectric array indicating spectral
distribution of Co:MgF 2 laser pulse.
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heeoI....and.irect detectio j oftesmSakc .Ep rieta Results

haceritre laser signals.

TIhe 1 )IAI., 'ystemn was used to measure and record the In view of' the different features of the experimental
I idar retiurns, tron it adiffusely reflecting target using both results obtained under various experimental conditioins
the direct - arnd hetevrodvne -detection systems. The it was found convenient to divide the direct and heter-
trget wait located at a 2.7-km range from the labora- oidyne D)IAL measurements into subgroups dependent

to)rv- In each experiment, a total iof 6144 normalized on the relative numerical values of the standard devia-
hack!,cattered lidar signals from each laser was recorded tion aT, (i = x ,Y) and the cross-correlat ion coefficient p,
to r liter stat ist ical anial vsi :. The process took 10 min, The slibgroups discussed below include (1) small aT,,

co rrespon d ing l o at pulse repet it ion frequency (prf) of small p),; (2) large aT,, large 1),; and (2) large aT,. small p_
-I() I i Z. Tlhis division was chosen because the different D)IAL,

A ~tatl ist ical atnalysvis oft the data was performed and measurementrs indicate it is these relative valuies which
included dlet erniinat io n of t he statistical parameters determine the effect (if' signal averaging on the lidar
present ed in the previiius section. Specifically, the data returns. A fourth subgrotup. namely, small aT, andl large
wevre used tii (leterinie I )t he tempotral autocorrelation 1),, is noit considered because no expierime~nt al resilt s
ci eff icieit s. p. anrd 1),. (2) the tempo(ral cross correla- obfey these conidit ions: this is asso ciat ed with th lib -

Ii in ft r pl se pairs 1), , ft r lronrger dlays p,,,,. and for the servat ion that tinctirrelat ed noise oft(eni domtinat e, liiiar
signial-averaged pairs; j,,, . (3) the variance oif the indi- fluctuoat ions at low aT levels, so that at latrge, p. Vah li
\idutal lasers. a, arnd or- and 1-4) the variance oif the incompat ible with a small aT, value.

mevan, a;,, and (ii;,... From these parameters, (T,, was
compte (Ed t the basis t f Eqs. I 5t and (8). In addit ion, I. Small S'tanItdard lh'cia (joit ant Small0/ ri-

after averaging the signals ofeach t
4 the two lasers over orretOO1

nl pulses, the rat iii ithese averages p~ermitted a direct Two distincti DIA i measuremients ik im vi . (u~wii
measurement i if a,, .' Compariso n o f the computed and redt detection of' backscatlIered I idar retuiirn- I ri i

mneasuired values oif' a,,, y ielded a direct experimental dfueyreflecting target had smiall -T arid niall ;,
det ermnmat ion oft the limits of'validity oif Eqs. 3) and values. Unirder these (expierimernt al cimd it ii ins it %i-
(5it. 'The data alsoi established the validity o(f Eq. (8) general ly observed t hat a7, atnd a,\ 11.,- atnd t hat 1 p

andl. tiost impoirtant , pertmit t ed determination (if the 0.3 1A. Hoiwever, while the explerimenltal ii intlit ills
ciiniliiied effectiveness t'fsignal averaging and of the were the samne in the twitexperiments, the at m ispiErit

dual -laser capabilit v ill reducing measurement uIncer- coindit ions were different. litie t'i hse e~xperiiien ts
aid v undei~(r diffteret e(xperimienitail condit itis. D etails thr Nilii(s 11ievrittilil)haeagvate

if the (experimental results are given in the following (t' the ret urns iover the It)-iniin experimental period(.
Sect ion.1 Du)rinrg the ot)her experiment. there -was asht 1 burt al -
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cross -correlation coefficient. T[his requires deriving the where the explicit definition of Po, is shown Ii Eq. (A5),
relationship between an effective signal-averaged to be
temporal cross correlation p,,,. and the individual pulse I
returns. -- _ \ I,,

Equation (3) gives the approximate relationship be- F-J I

tween the uncertainty of the D)IAL measurement (T4 U sing the values o , and T,,.. givenl bY Eq. (4). o1e
with that of the individual laser return signals, a, and may rewrite Eq. (6) as
aT_ and the pulse-pair cross correlation p,_ The termsII

in Eq. (3O refer to the full set or ensemble of data points + .) \ 'l/
which comprises the lidar return values. If one aSSUmes 71-
that a total ofFI data points have been measured with I +± 1 1 2 Ill
each of the lasers. a, and (T represented the normialized +2"i U --

standard deviations of the F data points from the re-

spective lasers. Signal averaging over n signal return..,
where n << 1'. then y'ieldls a new set of' 1'M data points, Equations (6 I and (8) relate thle signal-averaged
where each new data point is the average of n successive (ross-correlation coefficient , to the autocorrelat ion
signal ret urns. One may then formally reexpress Eq. funct ions (If' the indivi nal I dar ret urns. p,, andPJ
13) in terms of these signal -averaged valuies ats and to t he cross-correlat i ml values p), and pp,

Although Eq. (8) defines the functainal relationship
+ ~ 1.71)p,.,~,~. between P,,, and the fundamental parameters 11), p0 )

II_ and J)I, ) , it should be no)ted that thle behavior (If

where aT,, and (I,,, rep~resent the normalized standard t hese fundamental parameters is strongly dependent
dleviat ion ofthe Fi'n signal -averaged dat a points I on m l exp~erimental conditions and difficult to predlict ac-
lasers x and l v, respect ivel. and ),,, is the cross (rre- curatel ,v fromt frst priniciples. Mleasurements which
hit i (0 ofpairs of these same sirnal averaged (data. validate Eqs. (6) anrd (8) and (descri be thle behavior of

It is p~art icuilarly Impo)(rtant to no te that since aT, and these fundamental pa ramet ers in di fferent experi -

ahave been (determi ned] from data averaged over n ruelt al co nd it (ions are presented Ii the following sec-
pulses. a,. corresponds tol the normalized staindardl t or.
deviat ion oIft the rat io of t he ret urns from t he two lasers
after averaging t hese lidar signals, frontii each laser over IV. Experiments
he corresponding n pulses. T[hat is. one averages tirst Ini this sect ion, wve present the( results (If exp~eriments

and then takes the rat io. Thliis averaging- thenr acts ats w h ich directl *v nmeasuiredl the improt~'veiment in mea-
at low -pass filter, red ucinrg the effect of high - freq (iofcv su remient accuiracv that canIl be obt ainedl uinder various
fluictu(at ions. i.e.. t hose occuirring oni a t iirue scale that is (xpeCritletal k-M~diti jins by sing a dkial -kaser DIAL
short compared with the tinme req(uiiredl toI p~roduce the systemn in conjunct ion withI signal averaging. B~y ex-
n pulses being averaged. It should lie noted that usingt lperirneiitiill mecasuring Ia,,i and1 Pm, and comiparing the
he opposite olrder o)ffaking the ratio of the inidivioduial resuilts o)btained with those Ipredictedl by' the theoretical

pulse pairs first arnd then averaging, while pe(rmissib~le anal *ysis (if I he previo us sectio n, we est ablished the va-
in general. woutld bre inco)rrect iii the co(ntext )f' Eq. I5) lidity of E . (SMi arnd dletermined the limits if validitv of
sinice the termis (in the right -hand sidle of that equal ion Eqs. (: an) 15r I). 'Tle analysis also prov ides a theoret-
refer to averagedl values. lir adldit ion, taking rat ios first ical framework for understanding somle of the observed
mnay seritisly bias, the resuilt-'r" (where lriau. refers toi the lirnitaltis Ii thle ability of signal processing to reduce
dlifference hetweenrillthe ean value If the est imattlra liiI IAL . easrrreruent uncertaint ies in these experi-

ratio. This troit is addressed mollre' rillY iii Sec. A. Experimental Apparatus and Technique
I V. B. 2. A schernat ic oftI he d ual CO '( laser DI1AL. s vsten used

'The terms, 110t the right -hlarul side of Eq. (.5) may be Ii thesev experimntsl. is shown Ii Fig. 1. A detailed
related olirecth Ip tol( tInrdividlua~l lidar ret urns. Spe- descript ion (oth lysteIm has bheen piresented previ-

cifiall. th re~tiorsip etw e thealnoardl dvia Ilinl\' - Il( (,stIII Ocinh)o\- two.( lirie-t unable hybrid
ion oft be( mearn of the returns trorm lasers I and 2. j,,, miini 'lEA C ( ) 'laser, " whic'h p)rov\ide single-frequency

and fi( a,, nrd their respectiv terniorol autocoirrelat ion tiulseol radiation. The two( laisers are sep~arately
fuind ionsis giv~en lb\ Eq. i i. 'Ithe relat orishii fi the tigrd il ieoea tlter iigo h w
effectviv plk(. eaveragedo terutaoral ors-Iretir lasrs,. 'The , alkic (&Al \%f as inairilined l at5 7 Pse( inl
colefficient I,. . with the pulse-pair \aliie p. arnd withi the the( experiments, descriheol beow ver this short tinie
tempolrall en rissI cirrelat ion coeffticienits il the lasers , -. iter', al t hit illt mophere is ettee tivelv froien. 'Ilhebeam
itor delay' tlimes Ift te tIrilir ofI ir Il erivre inl Appeinlix pat lis ofI the two, Leers ire JoIinedl at a1 501/.5) beamn
A arnd 511)v t 1( ) be -phitvr. 'The irismilted beamin iexparidedl to a

6-im diamneitrr arid the receiver is aI 2-7-crn ('assegrain
I I 2I. ,,telescoIpe. 'The dletlion svYstcrii includes two rlide-

-. I' ~~ I pendoenit Igt-'il'e (lilclapr units, wich permit h)1th
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employed, much shorter decorrelation times have been target reflectivity characteristics p and the atmospheric
measured. Experiments carried out with At << 1 msec attenuation effects k. each of' which has associated
have s..own that the value of p, between pulse-pair statistical fluctuations and temporal correlation prop-
signal returns depends strongly on both the nature of erties. '[he fluctuations arise as the result of speckle
the reflective target and the detection mode. -2 ,2

5
.2

6 In effects at the target, atmospheric effects in the form of
general, good agreement between the measured value turbulence or relatively long-term atmospheric ab-
of ar and that predicted by Eq. (3) is usually obtained, sorption drifts, and experimentally induced fluctuations
However, it should be noted that the derivation of Eq. due to laser beam pointing jitter, laser frequency jumps,
(3) involves a Taylor series expansion and is correct only or noise processes associated with the optical detection
to first order. The validity of the equation is, therefore, system.
limited to cases where higher-order terms are negli- It is the interplay of all these physical effects on p and
gible. tv which determines the statistical and temporal char-

acteristics of f/ and P' and hence the values of a.,
B. Signal Averaging p,, and /)) Since the individual effects giving rise to

Signal averaging may be used to reduce the value of fluctuations will have different spatial and temporal
the standard deviation of the lidar returns from each characteristics, one may reasonably predict that the
laser in Eq. (3). For n measurements, the normalized relative effectiveness of different signal processing
standard deviation of the mean (,, should decrease as techniques will depend strongly on the nature of the
n- 112 assuming the measurements are independent, conditions under which a DIAL, measurement is carried
However, experimental )IAL measurements have out. For examlple, heterodyne (etection of atmospheric
shown strong departures from n -

1/
2 tbehavior," indi- lidar hackscatter from aerosols results in short-term

cating that successive lidar returns were not indepen- speckle-induced fluctuations tof the reflectivity term p
dent but were temporally correlated. These experi- with decorrelation times if the order of I psec.24 I Jnder
mental results were shown to agree with a theoretical' these conditions the cross-correlation coefficient p,
study which established the relationship between I,, would be expected to be near zero and should, therefore,
and temporal autocorrelation as le a minor factor in reducing measurement uncertainty.

r i _"_ 1p= However, during the time period required for signal
I + 2 _ - IIn .1p averaging over a large number of pulses. the return

It I It signals will he influenced by the turbulence-induced
In Eq. (4. vi is the normalized standard deviation of the fluctuations in o with decorrelation times of the order
full set vil individual signals, and p, is the temporal au- of 1 msec,2 2 ,2 3 or the even longer-term changes in o due
tocorrelation function for a delay time jT, where T is the to atmospheric drift. In this case. p, > ( and can lead
time interval between pulses of each individual laser; to a significant reduction in the overall uncertainty of
the autocorrelation function is defined in Appendix A. a ratio measurement relative to the uncertainties of the
On the basis of Fq. (-4), it can ie shown that small tem- individual measurements. In addition, both short- and
poral autocorrelat ion effects among successive laser long-term temporal effects will also influence the au-
pulses severely limits the improvement available by tocorrelation coefficient p,.
signal averaging. I!' In the ahisence ,f temporal auto- Although the theories of speckle and propiagation
correlation, Eq. (4) reduces to the usual n - b le- through turbulence are well understood.,' it remains
havior. difficult to take all the factors occo irring simultaneously

To avoid confusion, one should note the difference into account with sufficient accuracy to make an accui-
between the criss-correlation coefficient p, in Eq. (3) rate prediction of'these values a priori for a given lidar
and the autocorrelation function p, in Eq. (4). (ross system. However, these theliiries iro ivide a basis for a
correlation refers to the ternporal correlation of the qualitative discussion of the results to tle expected
itlse-paired returns f'roni lasers I and 2. while atito- uider various experimental ('i(litions. The lidar ex-
ciorrelation refers to the (correlat ii ol of sticiessive i)ulse periments described in this paper provide information
ret urns from each ind ividual laser. regarding the relative effectiveness of signal pr ocessing

techniques for iml)r,,ving the accuracy f I)IAL Inea-
C. Physical Processes Relating Lidar and Signal surements under different exl)eriiental cinditions. It
Processing Parameters is also hoped that the results will provide insights

Before continuing with the .ignal pr o'essing analysis, leading to a more complete understanding oftlie physics
it is w(irthwhi I t, on.sidir t lie phvsical mechan isnis involved in laser reinlote sensing.
which relate t lit' flutat ihns ,I the relurn lidar signals
P_. and V. as givii in Eqs. ( I I and (2). with the signal Ill. Analysis
processing piaramel.r i)f Eq,,. 1:) an( (It. ()ur dis- The relationship between the signal return ratios and
cussit on will le qualitative rather than quantitative. the temporal cross-correlation coefficient, as given in
Qtuantitative predittimis (an le made under assumed Eq. 1:) for pulse pairs. may i'he extended tot incorporate
ideal conditions.' it are bey,,nd the scope of this signal averaging. ('inibining both temporal cross
paper. ti rrelatiim and signal averaging involves expressing the

As seen from Eq. tI I. t he statistical and temporal dual-laser i)IAI reltionship. Eq. I:1). ill terms of the
behavior of the return signals are dependent on the signal averaged valuesof the individual lasers and their
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the theoretical analysis. These results are used to study parameters correspond to values obtained at the low-
the relative merits of single- and dual-laser lidar systems and high-absorption frequencies, respectively.2 1

and to help establish the limits of accuracy improve- It is clear that fluctuations in the lidar signal returns,
ment achievable with DIAL measurements by the use 1P and P', will affect the accuracy with which the species
of different signal processing techniques. concentration N,, may be determined experimentally.

It should be noted that this theoretical analysis re- It was noted in Sec. I and the experimental data will
lates quantities which are experimentally measured and show that the fluctuation levels of P and P' are greatly
is used to provide insight into the relative magnitude influenced by the detection mode employed. This is
of the effects of different lidar processes on the overall due to the fact that in direct detection the return lidar
accuracy of a DIAL measurement. The analysis does signal is proportional to the square of the electric field
not predict the value of the basic quantities, such as amplitude integrated over the detector field of view;
lidar fluctuation levels and atmospheric correlation that is, '(direct) , ." E*E dA; in this case changes in the
times; such values are difficult to predict from first complex phase factor are eliminated. However, for
principles except under selected idealized conditions. heterodyne detection, P is proportional to the integral

A brief review of our previous analysis of the effects ot the product of the electric field amplitude of the re-
of signal averaging and temporal cross correlation turn signal beam and the local oscillator field, P(het-
considered separately is given in Sec. II. A theoretical erodyne) - f E11,E*dA. Therefore, phase factors have
analysis which combines the effects of signal averaging a pronounced effect on the signal fluctuation levels of
and temporal cross correlation within a single analytical heterodyne-detected lidar returns.
framework is presented in Sec. III. This is followed in Studies have been made of the extent to which mea-
Sec. IV by a description of experiments carried out with surement uncertainties due to the fluctuation of lidar
the dual-CO2 laser DIAL, system to obtain the signal- returns may be reduced either by using a dual-laser
averaged variance of the lidar returns from the indi- system to take advantage of cross-correlation effects or
vidual lasers and of their ratio. The experimental re- by signal averaging. Results of the studies are briefly
suits are shown to be in good agreement with those reviewed in turn in the following section.
predicted on the basis of the theoretical analysis given
in Sec. !II. Results are also used to help determine the A. Temporal Pulse-Pair Cross Correlation in a Dual-
limits of validity of the theoretical analysis and to es- Laser System
tahlish the relative merits of different experimental It is sometimes possible to reduce the DIAL mea-
techniques for the various experimental conditions surement uncertainty by taking advantage of atmo-
considered. Conclusions based on the results of these spherically induced temporal cross correlation to reduce
experiments and the analysis are given in Sec. V. the fluctuations of the ratio of these returns. However,

to achieve this, the laser beam pulses at v, and I' must
1I. Review he separated by a time period which is short compared

The lidar eqfuation for the path-averaged laser remote with the decorrelat ion time of atmospheric turbulence
sensing of a molecular constituent in the atmosphere tI insect. 2  This can he accomplished by using two
using backscatter from a hard target located a distance lasers in a dual-laser system to provide two nearly si-

fro 1m the liidar systemn is given by multaneous beams operating along the same path.
. I 7r I? exIl -2 +iWith lasers I and 2 operating at frequencies I, and a',

respectively, it has been found that the normalized

where P, is the instatlaneous received optical power of variance of the ratio of the return signals is approxi-
0:o backscattered lidar radiation after reflection from matelv relatedt tI that of the individual return values
the target. I is the transmitted power, K is the system h'"

ptical efticiency. /) is the target rellectivity, A is area
(A Ill( receiving telescope, a,, is the absorption cross " - ', 4 ,,--' . 11
svetiol of ihe mlecule being investigated, N,, is the where a, and a are the standard deviations ofthe lidar
average (' Inentratim o ' the absorbing molecule over return signals of lasers I and 2, reslect ively. normalized
the range R. and i s theatml spheric extinction coef- by their respective inean values, a is the normalized
licint, standard deviation of the rat I of the returns = xi .

In a I)IAI. mevasrement. backscattered lidar returns and p, is the temporal Ioils,-l)air (ross corelation of the
ire , ibtain.d at two frequencies, i' and v'. which corre- returns from the two lasers; a , a-, adll o are ineasures

'pond I(, high- and low-absorption frequencies ilf the of the uncerlaintv in th determinal i (If/4//I. I'., and
m(letilar species investigated. Il that case, the con- P', respectively. 1t is 'evl in El. IM that ai positxe
centratli, ,1tthespeciesisdeduced from therati o(l the value (I' /4, results ini a reduccd 1)1:Al. measurnelt
lidar returns at the low- and high-absorp liln trequen- iincertaint' ..
i ic, fI t.he species investigated rat her than [room the :'IX)t'rim(nilall\, large v'aho's (d p4, have been ldltailled
individtial relturns, according tot he relationship oir pulse-paired lidar silgnals retlecled frIoln stat iimarY

Pargets when the lion' separaliom A( ltween I lhe tpillse
{/' I' 21r -. U, I'1 Ijairs is,(il the ( rd r (f lr < I nisec. AI mospheric effects

Shre ' = I',1'r is Ithe rectived sitmal I)Iwer nortmalized (ue t] turbulen'e may be cilsid(,red ltro(,n i(ver this
to the trasillittelld p(wer. and tlt iprinted and Unprimed interval." - ' When a moving targ(,'t Alr slliri' is
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Error reduction in laser remote sensing: combined effects of
cross correlation and signal averaging

Norman Menyuk, Dennis K. Killinger, and Curtis R. Menyuk

A 't yiiic ianal * yis is presented ofithe extent to which the accurac% oI a fftrnilaiirit io lidar
(DIAL) measurement ma.% he improv ed h.% using the comibined effectsof signal a.eragingand temporal cross
ci rrelat ion. P revious stutdies which co nsidered t hese efftects separate al re ext ended hv i ri ci rpirat Ing bit h
effects into ita single analt 'yical fra mewoirk. In addit ion. expewri mental result., i moiiig I ida r retunr ns from
at diffo sel reflecting, target using at d ni -( ( laser D)IAL. SYstVI wix~t h bo th hieter id vne and iirect det ect ion
are presented Teerslsaesh w ei ii digrirc itwt ete rtclam vi.adhl s l
lish the limits of accurac% achievabIetne aiuseprmna ciditwins.

I. Introduction Ini addition. since the heterodvne- and direct- -detect ion
Diff'erent ial -atbsorpt ion lidar M IAL) systemis have Modes are dependent on the amplitude and phase (if'the

b~een used extensively ftr the single-ended remote lidar -signal in diffterent ways, the detection mode will
sensing measurement of' molecular species in the at - also influence the resultant SNR and fluct uatjion level
mosphere.' Stitch mneasutremnents invotlve use of* at mo- observed. 2 

1.12 15 In manly cases, notably. when the
spheric extinction and backscatter lf laser radiation at average signal return is significant lv greater than the
two distinct f'requILencies. where the f'requencies are average detector noiise level, it is the fpulse-to-pulse
nortnallv chosen to coincide with high and low absorp- fluctuation which limits the measurement accuracy of'
tioti of'the molecule being investigated. The conceti- the average lidar return signal and is, theref'ore, the
trat ion of' the molecular species is deduced f'romi the f'actor that lim-its the accuracy with wA.hich the mo lectular

difterence in the measured values of' the backscattered species concentration can be determined %%ith a D)IAL
laser signal returns at the two f'requencies. system. It: 1

These returns are subject to several noise sources. P~revious atnaiysesan expe ;rimniital stut dies investi -

inciudingv those added bv the detection tprocess. such as gated the extent to which the accuracy of a IA .\,ea-
shtit noise in the case of heterodvnie detection oir dark surement may be imp~roved through uise oft wo separate
current and background noise fo'(r direct detection. techniques, namely. by signal averaging if the lidar
These noise sources generally define the ultimate returns or byv using at dual -laser DI1AL s'vst emn to
measurement capabilitv i ifa D IA L svst eni Hiow- exploit the f'act that (it a sttfficient lv shirl ltme Scale.
ever. lidar signals, traveling, through the atmosphere are both laser beams inay effect ively see thle amec at i-
alsoi subject to significant pulse-to-pulse temporal spheric fluct uat ions. " i In this pap~er. we ext end these
fluctuations due to several factors operating ()in the laser studies by incoirporat ing hothI techniques wit bin it single
beam dturing its round trip f'rom transmitter tot receiver, analytical f'ramework which eff'ectivelv ci imbines the
These f~actors include extinction and scintillat ion effects influence o~f both signal averag-ing and temporal croiss
t'atmospheric turbulence.'- speckle or glint efftects at correlation. This extensio n involves a theoretical

the reflective target." and laser beam wander due ti analysis which relates the signal -averaged statistical
either at mospheric turbulence hr the laser source. i.1 It DIAL measurement error and the tempo ral att ctrre-

lation and cross cotrrelat ion of' the individual lidar
pulses. The theoretical predict io ns based tin this
analysis were compared with extensive experimental

k'H. Mlen~uk i wth I ,i est Marx mud. Lalirat.rv tir measurements obtained using both hey erodvne- and
Plasma & Fusioin Enersz\ Sttiic,. (I Pa~' I~rk. Marx land -III-, 12.th direct -detection C'O., lidar systems,. 'lhe I IAI exlper-
other authors are with MIT Iinciiln ILafiiratiir\, L~exintgtont. \Iassaitments measured the statistical error. autticorrelation.
chU-;ettSiI :i:: and cross correlation of the D)IAL. ret urns. These ex -

Received 6~ .hk I19S4 Iperimental results were then compared with those
XiIxtM-69:35 A.- 011 114- IN~~i) 11 predicted by the theoretical analysis. Ill general, the
c 1985 Optical Siiciet.\ of Ameria experimental results are shown to agree with results of
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Appendix A

The following is a reprint of a journal article published in Applied

Optics, 1 January 1985, entitled "Error Reduction in Laser Remote Sensing:

Combined Effects of Cross Correlation and Signal Averaging".
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nitrogen which produced large optical distortion, and it was felt that a more

careful design of the cavity would alleviate these problems.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The results presented in this report have described progress which has

been made in the development and measurement of the 1.7m Co:MgF2 DIAL

system, and results obtained using the C02 DIAL system for the remote

sensing of atmospheric ammonia.

The CO2 DIAL measurements indicated that NH3 may be present in the

atmosphere at concentrations as high as 30 ppb, and appears to exhibit an

inverse dependence on the water vapor aerosol concentration. The investiga-

tion of the effects of signal averaging and temporal processes in the

atmosphere indicated an accuracy on the order of a few percent for direct-

detection and on the order of 10 to 20 percent for heterodyne detection.

The Co:MgF2 DIAL system has been shown to offer significant potential

for the remote sensing of HC1 in the atmosphere. Further investigations are

planned using calibration sources of HC1 in order to establish the sensitivity

of the Co:MgF2 DIAL system for both path-averaged and range-resolved

results.

15



returns, one deduces that the path-averaged sensitivity of the DIAL system was

approximately 0.2 ppm of HCl over the 3 km range.

VI. INITIAL INVESTIGATIONS OF FREQUENCY SHIFTING Co:MgF2 LASER

Three frequency-shifting techniques were theoretically studied by P.

Moulton. 3 They were (1) difference-frequency generation using a Nd:YAG and

* Co:MgF2 laser, (2) Co:MgF2 laser pumped optical parametric oscillator

{ using a AgGaSe2 crystal, and (3) Raman shifting the Co:MgF2 laser to

longer wavelengths. The first two techniques were not experimentally investi-

gated because (1) the temporal overlap of the Nd:YAG laser pulse and Co:MgF 2

laser pulse is very small since pulsewidths for a relatively energetic

Q-switched Nd:YAG laser are typically 10 ns, which is much shorter than the

- Q-switched Co:MgF2 laser pulse of 500 ns, and (2) large (> 0.5 cm) AgGaSe2

- crystals are not commercially available at this time. Because of these

limitations, only the Raman-shifting technique was experimentally

investigated.

Initial Raman-shifting was attempted using the Co:MgF2 laser focused

into a X/4 waveplate-isolated, single-pass, Raman cell containing liquid

nitrogen. Results of this experiment were negative, because of the low power

of the Co:MgF2 and the high-threshold of single-pass stimulated Raman

scattering (SRS).

An additional experiment was attempted to observe low threshold SRS using

liquid nitrogen in an optical cavity. Calculations indicated that SRS should

have been above threshold; however, no signal was observed. This negative

result is believed to have been caused by thermal gradients in the liquid

14
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(a) SIGNAL THROUGH ABSORPTION CELL
WITH 15 Torr HCI IN AIR (1 atm)

0-

(b) RETURN FROM HILLSIDE: R =3 Km

(A

&

0-

1.7522 1.7524 1.7526 1.7528
WAVELENGTH (Am)

Figure 6. Wavelength scan of Co:MgF2 LIDAR over HCI absorption line.
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E =5 mJ/PULSE
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RANGE (Meters)
0 300 600 900
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0 . OFF-RESONANCE

Figure 5. Co:MgF2 LIDAR aerosol backscatter.
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Figure 5 shows the range-resolved LIDAR returns as the laser was tuned

on- and off-resonance through a strong water vapor line near 1.7515 Pm. With

an expected absorption coefficient of 8.3 x 10-3 (atm cm)-1 , one deduces

from the observed differential signal near 300 m in Fig. 5 that approximately

2.5 Torr of water vapor was present. This number is in approximate agreement

with that actually measured using the wet-bulb/dry-bulb thermometer.

Considerable scatter was observed in the range-resolved returns at ranges

greater than 500 meters due to the low signal-to-noise ratio for the absorbed

on-resonance signal. Further work is being conducted to improve this

detection range by increasing the power of the laser system.

V. REMOTE SENSING OF HC1

The Co:MgF2 DIAL system was used for the path-averaged remote sensing

of HCl in the atmosphere. Laboratory absorption data and atmospheric DIAL

data were collected as the Co:MgF2 laser was tuned through an HCl absorption

line near 1.7525 Pm; this absorption is a first overtone (v = 0 + 2)

transition.

Figure 6 shows the absorption spectrum obtained for both the 105-cm-long

absorption cell containing 15 Torr of HCl in air and, simultaneously, the

LIDAR returns obtained from a hillside at a range of 3 km. One deduces from

the observed 60% peak absorption due to HCl in Fig. 6a that the absorption

coefficient, a, for this line is 0.45 (atm cm) 1 , in good agreement with

previous results. 1

As evident in Figure 3, no obvious HCl absorption feature is observed in

the DIAL spectrum. With a 5% uncertainty in the noise background of the DIAL

L. 11



(a) HILLSIDE AT RANGE =3 km

C

0

z

(b)67 HILLSID AT68 RANE76.7k

CC

0WAVELENGTH(tm

Figure 4. Wavelength scan of Co:MgF2 LIDAR returns.
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laser pulses. Each LIDAR return was normalized to the transmitted laser

energy per pulse. The range-resolved concentration of the species was then

computed and displayed on the graphics computer terminal.

IV. INITIAL RANGE-RESOLVED Co:MgF 2 MEASUREMENTS

The Co:MgF2 DIAL system was used to measure the path-averaged and

range-resolved concentration of water vapor in the atmosphere. These measure-

ments were used to establish the capability and sensitivity of the DIAL

system.

Path-averaged DIAL measurements were made using the backscattered DIAL

returns from a hillside at a range of 3 km and 6.7 km. Figure 4 shows the

DIAL returns as the laser wavelength was tuned through several water vapor

lines near 1.767 um. The isolated water vapor line near 1.7679 pm has an

expected peak absorption coefficient, o, of 5.2 x 10-4 (atm-cm)-1 and a

linewidth of 0.1 cm-1 .2 With the observed 52% absorption of this line in

Fig. 4, one calculates a water vapor pressure of 0.0023 atmospheres (1.8

Torr).This value is a factor of two less than that actually present as

measured by a wet-bulb/dry-bulb thermometer which indicated 0.0048 atmospheres

of water vapor. This discrepancy in the determined DIAL H20 concentration

is attributable to the finite linewidth of the Co:MgF 2 laser (0.15 cm-1 )

which serves to reduce the peak absorption strength and to broaden the

measured absorption line, as seen in Fig. 4. Further study of this reduction

is planned.

Preliminary range-resolved atmospheric DIAL measurements were made with

the weak backscattered returns from naturally occurring aerosols in the

atmosphere. LIDAR returns were detected at ranges out to 700 meters.

9
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most continuous increase in the magnitude of the return _ is) a..... ........
signals from both lasers indicative of a decreasing at- 20 t . LASER 2 10,o

; P- 4 '__ RATIO o

mospheric extinction. The results obtained under both o R 0 O ,o,,

sets of atmospheric conditions are described in the 1 - 10
succeeding sections. These experiments were per- n , + s °
formed with laser I operating on the 10.6-gm P(22) laser -I - "-.. + * 5 s

transition and laser 2 operating on the 10 .7 -pm P(28) ++
transition." +

In general, it is desirable to have the frequencies of 1 5 10 SO 100 GOO
the two lasers as close together as possible to minimize NUMBER OF PULSES AVERAGED

the decorrelation due to turbulence-induced scintilla- o.0 1b). . I

tion6 ,7 and speckle effects at the target. For the fre-
quency difference between the P(22) and P(28) tran- 6 MuOO COaAom0f LA II p

sition and, in general, for other frequency differences mU. -mg t - c --

within the range of CO2 lasers, decorrelation effects due 0 _

to Av in direct detection was found to be small but not Z 0.5 -
negligible. Specifically, it was shown that Pc 0.45 for -

S v=v, 22 while for v 5 v' we have observed pc 0.3-0.4.
This contrasts strongly with decorrelation effects which -" -
occur when heterodyne detection is used. In that case, U 1 ".s -- " I "."
speckle effects at the target cannot be averaged, which 0. 1
results in a strong decorrelation when v # v'. This is TtIE DELAY is)

discussed more fully in Sec. IV.B.2. lei
1. Varying atmospheric extinction. The values - ---

measured for the standard deviation of the mean of la- 0.--

sers 1 and 2, a0x and ay, and of their ratio u, for n = .

1,2,4,8,..., 512 are shown in Fig. 2(a) for the case where
the atmospheric extinction was slowly decreasing over 66 oM ..
the 10-min period during which the measurement was 0- ---- CALCULATED

carried out. The values of ( a',,+ aT arealso given
since they represent the effective standard deviation of 1 10 so 100
the measurement in the absence of cross correlation. In NUMBER OF PULSES AVERAGED

effect, these values represent the expected standard Fig. 2. Lidar signal return data from diffusely reflecting target at

deviation, or measurement uncertainty, of a DIAL a 2.7-km range using direct detection during period of continuously

system which uses a single laser switching between the decreasing atmospheric extinction: (a) standard deviation of returns
on- and off-resonance frequencies, from lasers I and 2 and their ratio as functions of the number of pulsesThe anofresevel fetuecinrest iaveraged; (b) temporal autocorrelation and cross correlation of laser

return signals as functions of time delay; and (c) comparison of
shown. They are as follows: (1) the reduction of aT., measured and calculated values of signal-averaged cross-correlation

-Un, and o,,t with n is significantly slower than n1 2 ; coefficient as a function of the number of pulses averaged.
(2) for n = 1, there is a slight improvement in mea-
surement accuracy using a dual-laser system to obtain

* the ratio value a relative to (a, + q2)1 /2 , consistent with spectively, as shown in Fig. 2(b) forj = 1,2,4,8,. .. , 512,
a small positive value of p, and Eq. (3); and (3) the im- where the temporal cross correlation Pjxy is also given.
provement in the ratio value urr, relative to (arn + The autocorrelation function is unusually large in this
a-1/ is seen to increase continuously with increasing case, apparently due to the presence of the slow atmo-
n, indicating that pn,. is increasing with increasing n. spheric drift during the measurement period. This

I-- in general, the measured values of ank shown in Fig. results in the observed !ong-term temporal correlation
2(a) were in excellent agreement with the theoretical that remains essentially unchanged over time delays
values calculated using Eq. (5). In addition, the func- from 1.6 to 50sec. The measured relationship between
tional relationships involving the autocorrelation and the standard deviation of the mean for the two sets of
cross-correlation coefficients were found to agree with laser returns and the autocorrelation functions is in
the theoretical analysis as presented in Eqs. (6) and agreement with Eq. (A6).
(8). As noted above, the increasing ratio of aE relative to

Since the behavior of the fundamental parameters (ff ( + a2,)/l2 with increasing n is consistent with a
(p,, pI,. p,. and p I,, are strongly dependent on ex- value of p,, that increases continuously with increasing
perimental conditions, a detailed discussion of the n. The measured values of p,,, vs n is given in Fig. 2(c),
physical mechanisms giving rise to the observed func- and just such an increase is observed. In addition, the
t ional forms of these parameters is considered below, values of j),,, were calculated on the basis of Eq. (8) using

The slow reduction of a,,1 and a,,, with increasing n the values of p,. p, and P,,, shown in Fig. 2(b) and
is due to the presence of temporal autocorrelation, p, assuming a linear intepolation for all other values ofj.
and p,,_ in the lidar returns from lasers I and 2, re- The calculated values of p,,,. are also given in Fig. 2(c)
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and are seen to be in good agreement with the measured time-delay periods will result in a greater increase in pn,.
values. The reason for the observed increase of Pnc with This is just the situation which occurs in the case of

n is discussed below, long-term atmospheric drift.

The observed variation of Pm. with n cannot be as- A necessary condition for this explanation to be valid

cribed to the effective low-pass frequency-filtering ef- is that there be a significant increase in the ratio of the

fect of averaging over the n pulses, since that effect is cross correlation to autocorrelation on going from a zero

similar in both the numerator and denominator in Eq. time delay toj = 1. It is seen in Fig. 2(b) that there is

(8). To illustrate this point, let us make the simplifying an -65-70% decrease in the autocorrelation on going

a priori assumption pjx = Pjy. Then Eq. (7) becomes from zero delay to the delay time associated with j = I
(0.1 sec), while the corresponding decrease for the cross

+ 2 Y0-j/n],,, correlation is only 30%. This is in accord with the

Pn, = I-. (9) model proposed (i.e., " > 1) to explain the observed
n -1 ]variation of Pn,. with n.

I + 2 Lh -Ij/n)p,.
1 1 1It should be noted that Eqs. (9) and (10) involved

The experimental results of Kjelaas et al.6 indicate simplifying assumptions which are not strictly true. In

that the temporal cross-correlation coefficient pjxy is general, as we have seen, Pjx * Pjy, and there is con-

proportional to the temporal autocorrelation coefficient siderable scatter in the experimental values of Pjx, pj,

pjx; i.e., pjxv = Kp,. However, if this proportionality and pj,,. Therefore, any direct comparison with ex-

constant is extrapolated back to a zero time delay, one periment must be made using Eq. (8).

would obtain K = p,., and Eq. (9) would then become Pn, 2. Constant average atmospheric extinction. A

= p,., which clearly disagrees with experimental re- second similar experiment carried out over a period

sults. during which the average atmospheric extinction re-

This apparent discrepancy, which arises when the mained essentially constant led to the results in Figs.

proportionality constant is extrapolated back to zero, 3(a), (bY, and (c). They show both important similari-

is due to the role noise plays in the averaging process for ties with and marked differences from the corre-

autocorrelation and cross correlation. In general, lidar sponding results described above and shown in Figs.

return signals contain both a true signal and a noise 2(a), (b), and (c), respectively.

component. The noise components of the two lasers Comparison of the results shown in Fig. 3(a) with

are uncorrelated with each other. Therefore, in the those of Fig. 2(a) indicate the following significant dif-

averaging process given in Eqs. (A4) and (A5) the effect ferences in behavior: (1) although the reduction of a,,

of the noise will effectively be reduced or eliminated, and a,, with n remains considerably slower than n-112,

The effect of noise will be similarly reduced or elimi- the variation is significantly more rapid than was ob-

nated in temporal autocorrelation measurements by the served for the varying extinction case, and, (2) the im-

averaging process given by Eq. (A3) when the time delay provement in measurement accuracy obtainable using
jr is greater than the coherence time of the noise com- anq relative to (a-n, + a,) i/2 is seen to increase with

ponent. The results of :jelaas et al" indicate that this increasing n to n = 8 and then to decrease, in marked

. coherence time is <2 msec; for delays greater than this, contrast with the constantly increasing improvement

the expression p,,v = Kp1, can be expected to hold to with increasing n observed in Fig. 2(a).
within experimental uncertainties. However, for zero The more rapid decrease (if a., and a,,y with n for the
time delay, i.e., jT = 0, (1, (ti, )I, ,tj + jr)) in Eq. (A) constant average extinction is consistent with the more

becomes 1I (tk )2). Since I, (tj,.), which corresponds to rapid decrease of the autocorrelation functions with

the kth lidar signal return, includes a noise component increasing time delayj for this case, as seen in Fig. 3()).

(l (tk)2) will yield a noise-squared term which is not The relationship between the standard deviation of the

eliminated during the averaging process. Hence the mean for each of the lasers, a,. and ai., and /), and 1),
zero time delay autocorrelation coefficient, which is hv respectively, are in agreement with Eq. (M).

definition equal to unity, uniquely contains a significant The measured values of the signal-averaged cross-
noise component after signal averaging. Therefore, p, correlation coefficient 1),,, as defined by Eq. (A7) is

< p/xP /jx, or K = SP,, where (> 1. With this further shown as a function of n in Fig. 3(c). In addition, the
modification, Eq. (9) becomes values of /),,, were calculated on the basis (if Eq. (7) using

the values of p,, Po, and p,,, given in Fig. 3(b) and
pI ]I+2 assuming a linear interpolation for all other values of

j. These calculated values are also shown in Fig. 3(c)
"P + ( l umn iea neplainfr l te vle i

-[ _] and are seen to he in good general agreement with the
I + 2 j/I - ,I, measured values.
. 'The occurrence (fit a maxinum value of p,. at n = 8

-' Equation (1I) gives insight into the physical mecha- is consistent wilh the observed maximum improvement
nism which may yield a rising value of 1),,, with in- in the value of n,,, relative to ( a2, + a,)1'' as observed
creasing n as long as 'p > 0). The equation indicates in Fig. 30a . However, it is not consistent with Eq. (10)
it is the fact of I(>1 ) multiplied by the summation term and the accoipanying discussion of the preceding
in the numerator which causes this increase. 'l'herefore, se('t ion, which gave reason for expecting p,,, to increase
a summation term which remains positive out to longer nionoltni'allN with increasing n.
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sidered (to "-.3 min). Hence the expected monotonic
2 ) 20 -t LASER I to, increase of Pnc with increasing n was observed for that

0N o RATIO (0,0 + case. It is improbable that the observed maximum is

10 -o' o'," an experimental artifact since similar results have been
N0

UN. a + obtained in several experiments performed at different
* " + a times and under differing conditions.

0• 3. Joint considerations. Although significant
differences in the behavior of the measured parameters

5 10 so 100 due to the presence or absence of atmospheric drift are
NUMBER OF PULSES AVERAGED observed in the two experiments, there are noteworthy

1o . I '- features common to both experiments.

1 First, agreement between the measured and calcu-
- O ALASER 1 lp,. i lated values of pnc vs n is obtained in both experiments.q ~ ~ U I Ur OlEA ~ LASER 2 jp ) 0-0-

LW AEThat this agreement exists despite the different func-0 CROSS CORA~t-vOk LASERS I 21p_1v 0-"0
U 05, tional dependence on n in the two cases represents a

os strong validation of Eq. (8) and of the assumptions
"" o made in its derivation, as given in Appendix A. Second,

*- the relationship among an, fay, ant, and Pn, is accu-
0 01 rately described by Eq. (5) for both sets of experiments.

0 (b) ~ o This indicates that Eq. (5) is valid for a,~ any < 0.2.
The subject of the validity of Eq. (5) for larger values of

01 05 1 s 10 50
TIME DELAY Is) /a,. and a,, will be addressed more fully below.

Finally, and perhaps most important, it should be
Z noted that the effect of using a dual laser in combination
0- 05

-. with the signal averaging process yielded comparable
04 values of ant, in both cases. For the case in which the

-"03 A extinction coefficient remains constant, the temporal
&L0- CALCULATED correlation of the individual laser returns more rapidly

P 02 0_ approached zero, the improvement due to the Pnc term
O, 1c, is relatively small, and the decreasing values of ant with

1 10 o 100 Soo increasing n are dominated by the effect of signal av-
NUMBER OF PULSES AVERAGED

Fig. 3. ILidar signal return data from diffusely reflecting target at eraging on the individual returns. Thiss not true when
a 2.7-km range using direct detection during the period of essentially the atmospheric extinction slowly changes during the
constant average atmospheric extinction: (al standard deviation ,f experimental period. In that case, as seen in Fig. 2(a),
returns from lasers I and 2 and their ratio as functions of the number the effectiveness of signal averaging in decreasing the
of pulses averaged; (bN temporal autocorrelation and cross correlation standard deviation of the mean of the individual laser
of laser return signals as functions of time delay; and (c) comparison return signals is severely reduced. However, this is
of measured and calculated value of signal-averaged cross-correlation accompanied by positive long-term cross correlation,

coefficient as a function of the number of pulses averaged, which results in the increasing value of p,, with in-
creasing n shown in Fig. 2(c) and which effectively

To explain this apparent contradiction it should be cancels the effect of atmospheric drift on the signal-
noted that the deivation of Eq. (9) assumed pjx = pjy. averaged ratio of the returns, in accord with Eq. (8). A
As seen in Fig. 3(b) this is not strictly accurate; more dual-laser system capable of obtaining signal-averaged
important, it can be observed that there is a significant ratio values may, therefore, play an extremely valuable
amount of scatter or noise in the correlation function role in a direct-detection DIAL system studying re-
data. This scatter in p,,, denoted E1, (i = 1,2,3 = xy,xy, flections from a diffusely reflecting target. Itsusecan
respectively), appears to he of the order of 10.02 and is result in a 30-50% advantage when the atmosphere is
at least as large as P,, as for pjx and p),. When the essentially constant during a measurement. More
value of the correlation functions decreases to values important, it effectively overcomes the much greater
comparable with or smaller than (j,, which occurs of the measurement uncertainty that can occur in a slowly
order of I sec for the data shown in Fig. 3(b), the ap- changing atmospheric environment.

" parent effec't is to bias the ratio, 2. Large Standard Deuiation and Large ('ross

+ j,, I!ll,. + (, )1/
2(p + ),)12, ('orrelation

toward a smaller value relative to that forE = 0. While It has been observed that the standard deviation of
the reason for this is not fully understood, it is believed the backscattered radiation a is always large I> 1) when
to be due to the increased probability of obtaining a a heterodyne detection system is used. ' The corre-

. negative value for delay times corresponding toj values sponding cross-correlation coefficient /) is large when
for which p, < (p. For the case of varying atmospheric the lidar signals are backscattered from a specular tar-
extinction this was not observed, since, as seen in Fig. get. However, for heterodyne detection and a diffusely
2(h), p,, > , over the entire range of delay times con- reflecting target, p, is large (>0.9) only when the ra-
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diation frequencies v and I' from the two lasers are the oo ' LAiSER 1 10 '1

same. When ,, X v', p,. falls off rapidly, and it. is found . LASER 2 €o,.VI
that p,. < 0.05 for frequency separations as small as 2 z Go
cm-1, the separation between adjacent CO., laser lines. 2
This loss of cross correlation is due to the surface
roughness of the target, which gives rise to different
speckle patterns for the two laser beams when v - i'. 1 0

The relationship of cross correlation with surface (L,/ 1 AVERAGED FIRST 0

roughness and wavelength is given by;. p,. ITHEN RATIO

expl-Vl/ 2_a,(, - 1,1)12l, where a, is the standard de- RA, I FITO VRAST

viation of the surface roughness. We find p, < 0.05 for 11i . ... , T __RA J
(' - a') -2 cm-, which indicates a. > 2mm. The case s 01 so 10 0 Goo
where v * v' will be discussed in the following sec- NUMBER OF PULSES AVERAGED

tion. 0.25I I

As an example of results for large standard deviation 2 0.20 - LASER I Ip

(a - 1.0) and large cross correlation (p,, > 0.9), we will O: -- LASER 2 (,)

consider measurements made of the backscattered ra- 015 ,RATIO (po,

diation from a diffusely reflecting target at a range of a-%
2.7 km, with detection in the heterodyne mode and )oth lo

Oulasers of the dual-laser system radiating on the 10.6-pm 0 0.05
P(20) CO., laser line; i.e., I' = v'. Under these conditions, ... ....

-- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ---

a and a, were slightly greater than unity and p,. 0 ) -
" 0.96. 01 05 1 5 10 so
.. The values obtained for nTu,, a,,y, and a,,c as functions TiME DELAY Is)Z 099l' 

' . . .

- of n for these experimental conditions are given in Fig. -9
4(a). The results are seen to differ sharply from those 5 o3
given in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a). The reduction of a,, and , 9

a,,, with increasing n is considerably slowe- than n- /5
However, the high cross-correlation coefficient results 0.97

" in a sharp reduction of the normalized standard devia- U
"*.. tion of the pulse ratio aU to 0.58. Furthermore, it is seen 0 0.96 10_____......___0________...______ ...___

I1 5 10 s0 100 S00* that the reduction of a,, with increasing n is initially AUTO CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

more rapid than n - 1/2 when one properly averages each Fig. 4. Lidar signal return data from diffusely reflecting target at
set of backscattered lidar returns over n pulses prior to a 2.7-km range using heterodyne detection with both CO 2 lasers ra-
taking their ratio. This remarkable res,.ilt may result diatingon the 10.6-,m 1'(20) laser transition (A= X'): (a)Standard
from a combination of three factors: (1) small temporal deviation of returns from lasers I and 2 and their ratio as functions
autocorrelation of pulse-pair ratio; (2) increasing of the number of pulses averaged, showing the >n - 1/2 variation for
cross-correlation coefficient p,,,. with increasing n; and small n when the signals are properly averaged prior to taking ratios;

' (3) loss of validity of Eq. (5) f')r large a,,, and ary. (h) temporal autocorrelation of individual laser return signals and
These factors are considered in greater detail in the ,,f their ratio as functions of time delay; and (c) measured signal-
following subsections. averaged cross-correlation coefficient variation with number of pulses

1. Temporal autocorrelation of pulse-pair ratio, averaged showing the near approach to unity with increasing n.

The high cross correlation between lasers I and 2 results cross-correlation coefficient p,, as defined by Eq. (9),
in a strongly reduced value of the temporal autocorre- increases with increasing n, resulting in a further de-
lation of the ratio of the pulse pairs (n = 1) from the two crease of (Ynk with increasing n. This is shown in Fig.
lasers Pps/, I relative to those of the individual lasers, 4(c) where p,,, is seen to increase from 0.964 for n = I
P,, and p., for short delay times. This is seen in Fig. to Pa, > 0.98 for n > 16.
4(b). which gives ),, P, . and pIA, as functions of A proportionately greater increase in p,,,. with in-"delay time (jr) for J = 1,2,4,8,. ." . 12 hs ml

d r oelay time or j fac1t2,4o8.12. T[his small creasing n, at least initially, was observed under the
pulse-pair autocorrelation factor aloe is sufficient to direct detection of experimental conditions discussed
give rise to a standard deviation for the ratio which previously, with less dramatic effect on . The
initially decreases almost as n - ,,. as seen from the peiulwt esdaai feto ~4 h
curialed decratio first then- erad in fig. 4(. A greater effect on a,,4 observed in this case is due to thecurve labeled ratiI o first, then averaged in Fig. 4(a). As closeness of p,,,, to unity. This can be seen rather sim-
noted previouslv, taking the ratio of the individual ply by considering the case where = ,,. Then
pulses prior to averaging over the n pulses biases the from Eq. (5) an4 = a,, v"(1 - pn,.) 1 2 and
result. For the case of high cross correlation, the bias

. is relatively small, hut. as seen in Fig. 4(a), its effect is d7__ = _ aI,/\

highly significant. dp,,, (I - I,_ )112

2. ('ross-('orrelatin ct. When one properly Asseei from Eq. (11) the decrease of a,,t with increasing
averages the lidar returns from the individual lasers over 1),, increases dramatically when P,, approaches
the n pulses prior to taking their ratio, one find'i that the unity.
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3. Validity Limit of Eq. (5). As noted previously, the , '...00,. .
derivation of Eqs. (3) and (5) involved a first-order 0

Taylor series expansion, and the validity of these! 0
equations is, therefore, limited to cases where the 0 o o
higher-order terms can be ignored. It is shown in Ap- 0 0
pendix B that this requires or' << 1.

Since all the terms in Eq. (3) have been measured i ,0 '

independently, it is possible to make a direct experi- 8
mental comparison between the measured value P.- 0 I.081

a.4 (meas) and Unk (calc) as calculated on the basis of Eq. Z 0. l°c)

(5). The results are shown in Fig. 5 along with any,. It 0 o-
is seen that for small n, where a,, is large, unt (meas) is
significantly greater than the value predicted by Eq. (5). 1 , to ,0 ,NO
With increasing n (and decreasing any), an,(meas) MUMMER OF PULSES AVERAGED

decreases rapidly and approaches the calculated value. Fig. 5. Comparison of measured and calculated values of u.j as a
For n = 8, where ank = 0.5, ank (meas) -an4 (calc, and function of the number of pulses averaged based on the data used in

for n > 8, the measured value of Unk remains in close Fig. 4. Agreement is seen to be excellent for ay _5 0.5.

agreement with the value predicted by Eq. (6). This
result indicates that Eq. (5) represents a good approx-
imation for an <0.25. 0

In general, we have always observed unk(meas) >> 2 o 0

n,,(calc) when an, >> 0.5. In the signal averaging a

- process, this large a value of any has generally been 0 * a
limited to small values of n in our experiments (i.e., to a * g + |... O,.p

n < 8 for the example in Fig. 4(a)]. Therefore, in this Z
* region of small n, there may be a relatively rapid de- o,- o 0

crease in the measured value of an with increasing n o
as the value goes from a,,t(meas) >> a,,k(calc) for n = o
1 to a,,t(meas) - a,4(caic) for n = 8. Indeed, in Figs. o0 .

2o 4o

4(a) and (5), the region where an4 (meas) decreases with o
increasing n more rapidly than n -112 is limited to n <
8. Furthermore, it should be noted that an,(calc) varies ,0 --....1_,__,__.._,___,
everywhere more slowly than n- 12 . N o Lo VR AGoE

NUMBER OF PULSES AVERAGED

:1. Large Standard Deviation and Small Cross Fig. 6. Standard deviation as functions of the number of pulses

Correlation averaged for lidar signal returns from the diffusely reflecting target
at a 2.7-km range using heterodyne detection with lasers I and 2 ra-

As noted above, the cross correlation is extremely diating on the P(20) and P(22) CO2 laser transitions of the 10.6-pm

small for heterodyne detection and backscatter from a band, respectively (X R A').

diffusely reflecting target when the two lasers are op-
erating at differ(nt frequencies. For frequency dif-
ferences, v - v", as small as 2 cm - 1, pc is typically near dyne detection of backscattered lidar signals from a
zero (<0.05). The value of p,,. tends to increase slowly diffusely reflecting target with v # v'. Specifically, for

S" with increasing n, but even after averaging over 512 the results shown in Fig. 6, a flame-sprayed aluminum
pulses p, values of -0.25 ± 0.1 are typical. Since dif- plate at a 2.7-km range was used as the diffusely re-
ferential absorption experiments require , v', this flecting target, with lasers 1 and 2 operating on the
small cross correlation represents a serious limitation 10.6-Mm P(20) and P(22) CO2 laser transitions, re-

* to the effectiveness of using lidar backscatter ratios for spectively. For these lines, ' - V = 1.8 cm - '. From the
reducing the effective standard deviation of heterodyne figure, it can be seen that use of backscattered signal
DIAL measurements. ratios has some limited value in reducing measurement

* In addition, the combination of large fluctuations and uncertainty at the larger n values considered but exacts
near-zero cross correlation between the lidar returns at a significant penalty at small n because of the bias ef-
the two frequencies leads to a strong bias in their ratio fect. It should be noted that the results shown are
and a large excess variance. As a result, the measured consistent with the conclusions reached in the preceding
standard deviation of the averaged ratio initially (for section regarding the limits of the validity of Eq. (5).
smal! n) is greater than would be obtained by simply
considering the standard deviation of the individual sets V. Conclusions
of lidar returns with zero cross correlation, i.e., a,k > The previously derived relationships expressed by
(a , + ( 2 )1/2. Eqs. (3) and (4) have been extended to encompass the

This is shown in Fig. 6, which gives the values of effects of both signal averaging and cross correlation on
a,, (meas), ant(calc), (a2, + a, )/2, a,, and a,, all as the variance of the ratio of averaged backscattered
functions of n, obtained experimentally with hetero- signals from the two lasers of a dual-laser DIAL system.
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This extension involved deriving the relationship of the agreement between the experimental and calculated
signal-averaged cross-correlation coefficient with the values of anwas obtained.
temporal autocorrelation and cross correlation of the The Lincoln Laboratory portion of this work wasindividual pulses.ThLiolLaoaoyprinftiswkws

Extensive experimentalresults using both heterodyne supported by the National Aeronautical and Spaceand direct-detection CO2 lidar measurements were Administration and the Air Force Engineering andpresented and shown to be consistent with the derived Services Center. The University of Maryland portionpresnte an shwn o b conistnt iththederved of this work was supported by the Department of En-
relationships. The DIAL experiments investigated the orrt f
effectiveness of using the ratio of signal returns from a ergy.
dual-laser system in conjunction with signal averaging Appendix A
in improving measurement accuracy. In general, sig- To derive Eqs. (5)-(7), which describe the effect of
nificant improvement was obtained through such acombination of signal averaging and then taking ratios. signal averaging on cross correlation and on the variance
coweberathe of si mproaveragin entaking de- of the lidar return ratios, several quantities must beHowever, the degree improvement was strongly d e- defined. We first define 1k., = Ix (tk) and Iky = Iy(tk +
pendent on the relative values of the standard deviation At) as the normalized deviation of the kth lidar pulse
of the lidar signals and the temporal cross correla- return signals, Pkx and Pk,, occurring at times t4 and
tion.

Specifically, with diffuse targets and direct detection tk + At, respectively, from their mean values P, and Py;

(a,, and p,, small), improvement due to cross correla- i.e.,

tion was slight when the atmospheric extinction was N= (, - F.)/P and 1k. = (Py - P>)/Pv, (At)
essentially constant throughout the measurement pe-
riod; therefore, under these conditions, use of a dual- where, as in Eq. (3), subscripts x andy refer to lasers 1
laser system does not offer significant improvement in and 2, respectively. The normalized variance of the full
I)IAL measurement accuracy. However, when the at- set of pulses from laser 1 is then defined as

I '"mospheric extinction is slowly but constantly varying = = - l ,, (A2)
during the measurement period, use of ratios with a = -

dual-laser system effectively eliminates this variation where I is the total number of pulses from each laser in
as a major source of error. the data set. (I' = 6144 in most experiments described

For heterodyne detection of returns from a diffusely in this paper.) The corresponding temporal autocor-
reflecting target it was found that both the cross-cor- relation coefficient is given by
relation and the standard deviation are initially large
when. and only when, v, = v'. On signal averaging, nT,4 = -7; (t, + JT)
decreases with increasing n while p,,. remains large or
increases. Uinder these conditions, the combination of
signal averaging and then taking ratios was shown to be ( M-)
most effective with an initial decrease of (T,4 more rapid j(1" -I) k.t

than n - possible. On the other hand, for heterodyne where r is the time interval between pulses from the
detection with backscatter from a diffusely reflecting individual laser. The definitions of the variance and
target and v, v% 1), is small, and the standard deviation temporal autocorrelation coefficients for laser 2, (y2 and
of the individual laser returns is large. This is the pj,, are essentially the same as those given in Eqs. (A2)
condition for maximum biasing of the ratio and results and (A3) with x * y. The pulse-pair cross-correlation
in a measured value of a, which is gzreater than would coefficient p,. is defined as the covariance of the paired
he obtained by considering the lidar signal returns of the lidar returns from lasers I and 2 normalized to their
individual lasers. Therefore, use of heteodyne detec- standard deviation; that is,
I iom in a different ial absorption measurement requires (I.)14I.uk + At))
signal averaging over a large number of pulses (n > 10) , - -

at each wavelength prior to taking the ratio to avoid a7, a7, (, (T,

having this bias effect introduce excess error. However, I I,1,, A4)

even after signal averaging, the effective cross correla- , 1 ,7(

tion /,,, remains small, and, therefore, use ofa dual-laser When considering temporal cross correlat ion for delay
system was found to he of limited "value under these times of the order of'Ir (i.e., j 7- At where At << jr .
experimental cotndit ions. one has

In addition, the limits tf validity of Eqs. (3) and (5) . I, ( + At I ,r

were investigated by carrying out a Taylor series ex- a,
)f th , th sectnad order. It was found " , +.

that higher-order terms. which were ignored in deriving 4 ( ,
tie relationshi p, could make a significant contributi tn,, -

for large vautesit',',.. This agreed with ext,,mentally Using the above definitions, one may evaluate the
observed differences between a ,(meas) and a,,. (calc) variance and the cross correlation of the I' lidar returns
for T_ > 0.2.5. where aT2 (calc) was determined on the from both lasers after they have been averaged over n
basisof EI. (T). However. for or,,, < 1.25, generally good returns. This calculation has already been carried out
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for the variance of the individual lasers in Ref. 19, where is obtained directly when a running average rather than
it was shown that a segmental average is used to define the mean value of

a' ,, = / + - ( the n pulses being integrated.,"a, f (G?/n) 1i + 2 (1 -i/n)p,j, (A6)
=I J- iAppendix B: Calculation of Variance of t(=x/y) to

where i = x,y. Second Order
The corresponding averaged cross-correlation coef- In general, the Taylor expansion of a function z of two

ficient is given by variables, x and y, evaluated at a point p corresponding
" P" I I- fil' + 12, + .+ I..fly + 12y + .+ .. to the averaged values, x and y, is given to second order

a,,, a 'd )/ in the derivatives by
+ 'qn+"I * + "+ 

1
2:-, ' "h + + 

1
2.y + Z=,

S(1( n + )L (X - ) + -
+ -+ Ir, -In-l)Y . + (A+) f 102 l _

2 atx2 
p

*l- (h [ II~ + 12.1 2, + + IrIf) + 2[ 2 )+ _l ( 5 - )2 + 2 ± )
+ ( 1l2, +  .- +  I -,I, + 112.11 , + ..- + i,.l(n-liv. yip"ax l+ +II,12 + + 112-.,_ +.12ni while the average value i is

+ IIln+21.I1nt'I, + - + +I,~)lnII.+2!,4lI, + + I,,,I 2 n- .. , = f(a.v) + - ox-2 ((x - 1)2)
+ Ill-4n-n)xI ln'-4-21I + + Ii, l- 2 1x2 l

+a (y )2 2 °f ((X - )(y- 57))}

+ + (11.1. + lln+lil2 . + + llNn--jlIl 0 2 Ina,~p
/..I(. + I I + + (rM-).- X).4 (A8) 1] 0 1 (12 02[2

The terms within the first bold parentheses of Eq. = i) +- a1 --- , O y 2 p a  xayp
(A8) can be broken into pairs which refer to the same The variance of z may be given by
subset of n pulses; i.e., k = 1 to n, n + I to 2n.... I' - =(_ f Y2  +f 2
(n - 1) to 1', as shown. The time delay differs in the ( - =
two terms of such a pair in that the delay will be (jr +

At o n emad(T()1f~ Y f2 )3At) for one term and (jr - At) for the other term. In + 2 (x - -)(.-.V) + - -i (x -our experiments, jr is some multiple of 100 msec, while ax)\,J/ " O Ox"I
At 5-10 msec. The atmosphere can be considered I (Ii)2 0j2 2
frozen over the time delay difference 2At, and this dif- ft
ference can, therefore, be ignored. In addition, since [ i~ f Of (02111

- both k, and IA, are normalized, one may, as a reason- + i2 v/ Ox Ox ) , (x -)(y- .))
able approximation, assume that when averaged over "0 21
the full set, lkxlk+JI, l(k+j, xl- In that case, the two + -, - V)P}
terms dealing with the same pulse subset may be con- .Y.

sidered equivalent, and from Eqs. (A4) and (A) + (x - i) 4  l

_____-_ 
in 

4
S' i ',at a + 2(1' - 1)a7,a. Ji M, + + 4(-2f)(-- 2

f I (X-x)N" - V)-P'. (I

+ 4 (±i-2 I(x 1)2(). - j)2 -

or

p ( p , ) + 2 \,_ 1 -iI -i j/n)), ,
1  * W O) + )A I

rfl7.tT. an~ I =~ 0

Equations (A9) and (Al10) assume equal weighting of + 4 (- fIx - k(y - V)P -
*." interpolated missing terms in Eq. (A8), as discussed in

Ref. 19. The derivation of Eq. (AlO) closely parallels + & t f(v- ,_ a, I (B3)b the derivation of r(2 given there for the segmentally -T
averaged case. It was shown that for a sufficiently large where all the derivatives are evaluated at point p = x,y.
sample. the (I - j/l') term - 1, and Eq. (AIO) effectively For z = x/v

-" . reduces to the form a/ 1; , 02f = 0; I
nox V Or 3X SO 2 p vP~+ " +2 [ (1 - j /np,,, (Al 1) Y

na). 2f. 21, (1 021

In a similar fashion, one may use the approach de- yI,  oand2 =xY . . .x, p 2

scribed in Appendix C of Ref. 19 to show that Eq. (Al 1) Substituting into Eq. (B3) and normalizing,
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Appendix B

The following is a preprint of a journal article to be published in

Applied Optics entitled "Laser Remote Sensing of Atmospheric Ammonia Using a

C02 LIDAR System."
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LASER REMOTE SENSING OF ATMOSPHERIC AMMONIA USING A C02 LIDAR SYSTEM*

A. P. Forcet, D. K. Killinger, W. E. DeFeo and N. Menyuk

Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173-0073

Abstract

A CO2 differential-absorption LIDAR system has been used for the remote

sensing of ammonia in the atmosphere. For CO2 LIDAR returns backscattered

from topographic targets at ranges up to 2.7 km, the path-averaged sensitivity

of the DIAL system was 5 parts per billion of NH3. Concentrations of

atmospheric ammonia were found to vary during the day from undetectable levels

(< 5 ppb) to as high as 20 ppb, depending upon temperature and humidity

conditions.

*This work was supported by The National Aeronautical and Space Administration

and the Air Force Engineering and Services Center.
tVisiting Scientist from t1. S. Army Chemical Research and Development Center,
Aberdeen Proving Ground.
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LASER REMOTE SENSING OF ATMOSPHERIC AMMONIA USING A CO2 LIDAR SYSTEM*

A. P. Forcet, D. K. Killinger, W. E. DeFeo and N. Menyuk
Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173-0073

I. Introduction

Single-ended differential-absorption LIDAR (DIAL) has been shown to be a

sensitive method for the long-range remote sensing of trace molecular species in

the atmosphere. DIAL systems operating in the infrared have been used to moni-

tor several trace atmospheric constituents 1-5 including C2H4 , NO, S02,

and 03 and work is underway to increase the number of atmospheric species

which can be detected.

In this paper, the use of a pulsed infrared C02-laser DIAL system for the

remote sensing of atmospheric NH3 is reported. For CO2 LIDAR returns

backscattered from targets at a range of 2.7 km, the experiments demonstrate the

ability of the DIAL system to remotely sense the presence of NH3 with a path-

averaged detection sensitivity of 5 parts per billion (ppb). The concentration

of ambient atmospheric NH3 was observed to vary between undetectable levels

(< 5 ppb) to values as high as 20 ppb. In addition, an apparent negative

correlation between the concentration of atmospheric NH3 and relative humidity

or water vapor aerosol concentration was also observed.

Atmospheric ammonia is produced by a combination of natural and

anthropogenic sources6 . Its detection and measurement is important in that

its concentration is a critical parameter in the rates of formation, transport,

*This work was supported by The National Aeronautical and Space Administration

and the Air Force Engineering and Services Center.
tVisiting Scientist from U. S. Army Chemical Research and Development Center,
Aberdeen Proving Ground.
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transformation and removal of the sulfur and nitrogen aerosols which play an

important role in the generation of acid rain 7. Previous measurements of

atmospheric NH3 have generally relied on wet-chemical techniques, which

require the collection of atmospheric samples 7,8 . The sensitivity of such

techniques along with the period of time required for sample collection have

limited the time resolution of the measurements to periods of several hours. In

contrast, DIAL systems are capable of in situ real-time measurements, and may

thus play a significant role in future atmospheric measurements. This paper

presents preliminary experiments which indicate the capability of the CO2 DIAL

technique for measurement of atmospheric NH3 concentrations.

II. Experimental Apparatus

A schematic of the dual-C02 laser DIAL system used in our experiments is

shown in Fig. 1 and has been described previously.3 ,9 The pulsed transmitted

radiation was provided by two line-tunable mini-TEA CO2 lasers. The CO2

lasers, typically, have a linewidth on the order of 0.1 cm-1 , an output energy

of 10 mJ/pulse, a pulselength of 100 nsec, and operate at a PRF of 15 Hz.

As seen in Fig. 1, the outputs of the two lasers were collimated and then

joined with a 50/50 beam splitter. Portions of each beam were directed to a

spectrometer, a pyroelectric detector to normalize the pulse intensities, and

through a Pyrex absorption cell (33.5 cm long x 2.54 cm diameter with BaF2

windows) to calibrate the NH3 absorption levels. The remainder of the laser

radiation was sent through a lOX beam expander and directed to either a topo-

graphic target (the wall of a building), a flame-sprayed aluminum plate , or a

one-inch retroreflector, all at a range of 2.7 km. Rackscattered LIDAR returns
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re collected with a 30 cm Cassegrain telescope and focused onto a cooled

:dTe detector (D* = 2.8 x 1010 cm Hz1/2 W-1). The signals from the

tectors were recorded and analyzed by a computer based data acquisition system

ich calculated the normalized differential absorption of the laser radiation

,ough the laboratory absorption cell and that of the LIDAR returns. For

libration purposes, a large, chemically-inert, polypropylene tank (104 cm long

52.5 cm diameter with 150 slanted polyethylene windows) could be placed

:side the window in the path of the laser beams to measure the absorption of

laser radiation for known amounts of NH3 in the tank; a muffin fan was

iced inside the tank to reduce stratification of NH3 in the tank.

Normally, for dual-laser DIAL operation Laser 1 was tuned to a transition

?quency which had low NH3 absorption and Laser 2 was tuned to a frequency

ich had high NH3 absorption; the lasers were separately triggered with a

ie delay of 50-ws in order to freeze the effect of atmosphere turbulence

:ween the two output pulses. 9 Under some experimental conditions, however,

ly one laser was used for the DIAL experiments and was sequentially tuned on

I off-resonance; this single-laser DIAL measurement was necessary because one

the lasers in Fig. 1 would not lase on the required transitions for use with

strongest NH3 absorption line. The distinction between single and dual-

,er DIAL measurements will be made clear in the discussion of experimental

.a.

* Choice of Laser Frequencies

The choice of CO2 laser frequencies for the remote sensing of NH3 is

ermined by several factors. First, the choice of frequencies is limited to
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Table I

C02 Laser Line Wavelength RH3 AbsorptionA AtmosphericB
Coefficient Attenuation

A~im a (atmncm)-l a km-1

Summer Winter

*R(30) 9.217 56. .23 .06

*R(26) 9.237 0.1 .25 .07

R(16) 9.291 12.7 .34 .10

R(10) 10.316 0.5 .28 .07

R(8) 10.331 20. NA NA

R(6) 10.346 26. NA NA

*p(3Q) 10.693 0.9 .28 .05

*P(32) 10.716 13.7 .27 .05

P(34) 10.738 14.0 .26 .05

A: From References 12 and 13.
B: From Reference 14.

*:On-Resonance and 0ff-Resonance C02 Laser
Line pairs chosen for DIAL measurements
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Schematic of the dual-laser LIDAR system used for the remote sensing

of ammonia.

Fig. 2. Time variation of LIDAR returns of 10.69-m P(30) and 10.71-om P(32)

radiation passing through the tank and reflected from a topographic

target at a range of 2.7 km after injecting 0.2 cm3 of 28% aqueous

NH3.

Fig. 3. Dual laser DIAL measurements of ambient atmospheric NH3 using the

10.69-m P(30) and 10.7 1-pm P(32) CO2 laser lines over a 2.7 km

range with 26% relative humidity.

Fig. 4. Single laser DIAL measurements of ambient atmospheric NH3 using the

9.24-pm R(26) and 9.22-um R(30) CO2 laser lines over a 2.7 km range

with 26% relative humidity.

Fig. 5. DIAL measurements of ambient atmospheric NH3 using the 9.24-m R(26)

and 9.22-pm R(30) CO2 laser lines over a 2.7 km range showing the

effect of a change in relative humidity from 54% to 41%.
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Ambient concentrations varying between zero and 20 ppb were measured in real

time, and the system was shown to be capable of detecting atmsopherlc NH3

concentration variations of a few parts per billion, in reasonable agreement

with the calculated sensitivity.

The concentration of ambient NH3 was found to be negatively correlated

with the relative humidity. This was shown to be consistent with the changes

that are known to take place in atmospheric aerosols with changes in relative

humidity. 19 ,20 At humidities above 501 the NH3 is washed from the air by

the wet particles, but as the relative humidity drops below about 50% NH3 is

released by the aerosols. While the experimental data.is consistent with this

hypothesis, further studies will be required in order to further document the

effect.
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NH3 is extremely soluble in water (251.6 g/1) and is rapidly removed from

the atmosphere by aqueous aerosols, which provides a reasonable explanation for

*, the observed NH3 change in Fig. 5. . Aerosol particle growth is a function

*not of the quantity of precipitable water in the air but of the relative

humidity, being slight for relative humidities less than 50% and increasing

.' rapidly with increasing relative humidity.19  This aerosol growth factor may

also be correlated to the fact that the solubility of gaseous ions onto the

surface of atmospheric aerosols has been shown to depend significantly upon a

-* Critical Relative Humidity (CRH), being very low for values less than the CRH,

and extremely soluble for large values. 20 Small changes in the relative

humidity around this critical value can result in a very large change in the

concentration of the gaseous species. Typical CRH values range in the order of

50 to 70% for several ionic species in aqueous solution including NH4NO3 and

NH4Cl. While the CRH value for NH3 (i.e., NH40H in solution) is not di-

rectly known, it is anticipated that a similar value would apply. If this is

the case, a reasonable explanation for the data observed in Fig. 5 is that for a

relative humidity of 54%, the aerosol particles are essentially wet and have

absorbed most of the soluble NH3 gas from the air; when the relative humidity

drops to 41%, the aerosol particles act as dry particles releasing the absorbed

NH3. Obviously, much further expermental work will be required in order to

determine the validity of this assertion as well as the underlying rate

constants.

. VI. Conclusions

*" A CO2 laser DIAL system has been used to remotely detect the

" path-averaged concentration of NH3 in the atmosphere over a range of 2.7 km.
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produced data that varied by only about 10% in the determination of Pa/Pa' in

Eq. (1); this factor corresponds to an uncertainly in the determination of the

%; NH3 concentration of about 3 ppb.

The resultant DIAL data are given in Fig. 4 and show a path-averaged NH3

concentration of 15 ± 5 ppb over a period of about one hour; these measurements

were made when the relative humidity was about 26%. As seen in the data, the

overall accuracy of the DIAL measurement is better than that shown in Fig. 3 due

to the use of the stronger absorption line, R(30).

The single-laser DIAL experiments were repeated on another day; in this

case, however, the relative humidity was initially 54% (temperature

approximately 50 OF) and there was a considerable amount of haze. The data

are given in Fig. 5 and indicate essentially zero NH3 concentration present in

the atmosphere during the morning hours when the humidity was high. Early in

the afternoon the haze burned off and there was a drop in humidity to 41%

(temperature approximately 600F). With this change in humidity, NH3

concentration rose to 20 ± 5 ppb. This negative correlation between relative

humidity and measured NH3 concentration was also observed on several other

days with similar meteorological behavior. This observed NH3 and humidity

anti-correlation is not believed to be caused by changes in the concentration of

water vapor leading to a water vapor induced differential-absorption signal. In

this regard, it is estimated that the absolute water vapor concentration varied

by 8% from 5.0 Torr (54% relative humidity, 5OOF) to 5.4 Torr (41% relative

humidity, 600F). Using this variation in the (a - a') term in Eq. (1), one

estimates that such a change would only influence the deduced concentration of

NH3 by 0.3 ppb, a value negligible in comparison to the observed NH3 change.
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very low output energy (< 0.5 mJ/pulse) of the CO2 laser on the R(30) or R(26)

line. Details of these two experiments follow.

In the first experiment Laser I was tuned to the P(30) reference line and

Laser 2 was tuned to the P(32) line near 9.7 um. The LIDAR returns from the two

lasers were collected and averaged for 500 pulses (30 seconds). The deduced

.. path-averaged NH3 concentration is plotted against the time of day in Fig. 3.

Peaks of 10 to 20 ppb were occasionally observed above a baseline scatter of

10 ppb; this includes an estimated bias of 8 pph due to the (a - a') term in

" Eq. (1). While the observed peaks are not much higher than the estimated back-

ground, the data is suggestive that the observed DIAL signal is due to

atmospheric NH3 , and not an artifact, since other atmospheric species which

absorb radiation at the P(32) laser line, such as CHC1 3 and CF2Cl2 , also

have similar absorbance at the P(30) line.17  In addition, the 10 to 20 ppb of

NH3 observed is in good agreement with the 2 to 20 ppb that is considered to

be normal in the atmosphere. 18

Measurements using the more optimal R(30) and R(26) lines near 9.2um band

were attempted to take advantage of greater sensitivity available at these

frequencies. Because the CO2 laser energy was limited to about 0.5 mJ on the

'- R(30) or R(26) line, the returns from a diffuse target at a range of 2.7 km

produced a signal-to-noise ratio of less than one. To increase the

.. signal-to-noise ratio, the LIDAR was directed to a one-inch retroreflector at

the same range. Although this gave a stronger return, the small target size and

the deflection of the beam by atmospheric turbulence increased the standard

-* deviation of the individual returns. However, signal averaging over 500 pulses
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Initial DIAL calibration measurements of NH3 were made using the poly-

propylene tank shown in Fig. 1. The tank was purged with dry N2 for one hour

and placed in the LIDAR path. The 100% transmittance baselines for the P(30)

and P(32) lines were obtained by averaging the normalized LIDAR returns from a

building at a range of 2.7 km for 1000 pulses. A 0.2 cm3 sample of 28%

aqueous NH3 was then injected into the tank. The change in the LIDAR returns

as the NH3 solution evaporated in the tank is shown in Fig. 2.

As seen in Fig. 2, the transmittance values of the P(30) and P(32) lines,

after a steady state was reached, were 0.81 and 0.12, respectively. The concen-

tration of NH3 in the tank was estimated to be 220 ppm; the 0.2 cm
3 sample

of 28% NH3 with a specific gravity of 0.898 g/cm
3 yields 1.8 x 1021 mole-

cules of NH3 in the 319 liter tank. With these transmission values, NH3

concentration levels, and a round-trip path length through the cell of 208 cm,

the experimental absorption coefficients for the P(30) and P(32) lines were 1.1

(atm cm)-1 and 12 (atm cm)-1, respectively. These values are in good

agreement with those measured in the laboratory absorption cell and the data

given in Table I.

V. Laser Remote Sensing of Atmospheric NH3

The DIAL system was used to detect and measure the path-averaged

concentration of ambient atmospheric NH3. Two different experiments were

performed. The first experiment involved the use of the dual-laser DIAL system;

these measurements used the less than optimal P(30) and P(32) C02 laser lines

and LIDAR returns from topographic targets. The second set of experiments used

a single-laser DIAL system; these measu....xnts employed the more optimal R(30)

and R(26) lines, but used LIDAR returns from a retroreflector due to the
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McClatchey et al. 14 As seen in Table I, significant absorption by NH3

occurs in both the 10.6 Pm and 9.6 Pm transition bands of the C02 laser. The

most suitable laser transition pair seems to be the R(30) transition at 9.217 Um

as the high-absorption line and the R(26) transition at 9.237 Um as the low-

absorption line. However, only one C(2 laser could be made to operate on

these two lines, so that only a single-laser DIAL experiment was possible using

these "optimal" lines. Dual-laser DIAL experiments were carried out using the

less optimal P(32) transition at 10.716 Pm as the high-absorption line and the

- P(30) transition at 10.693 Pm as the low-absorption line. These two line pairs

*. provide closely spaced frequencies, which helps to maximize the mutual coher-

ence 15 of the two laser beams. It should be noted that while a dual-laser

DIAL measurement may be more accurate in the determination of (Pa/Pa') by a

factor of as much as 2 or 3 over that of a single-laser DIAL measurement,2

this factor can be more than compensated in Eq. (1) by the increased accuracy

. due to the use of an "optimal" absorption line where (Ga' - a) is large;

• . such is the case for the two line pairs for NH3 detection presented in this

paper.

IV. Ammonia Absorption Measurements and Calibration

The absorption coefficients of NH3 were measured using the laboratory

absorption cell shown in Fig. 1. The CO2 lasers were tuned to the appropriate

transitions and the normalized intensities of the laser beams after passage

- through the cell were detected and averaged for 1000 pulses. The cell was

filled with a mixture of 780 ppm NH3 in air. The transmittance values

obtained correspond to an absorption coefficient, a, of 60 (atm cm)-1 and 13

(atm cm)-1 for the two high-absorption R(30) and P(32) transitions,

respectively. These results are in good agreement with those shown in Table I

and the recent NH3 absorption data of Hawley, et al. 16
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th ;b laser transitions available from the CO2 lasers used. Secondly, the

difference in the absorption levels of the two laser frequencies used in a DIAL

measurement must be sufficient to yield a meaningful differential absorption in

the LIDAR returns for accurate atmospheric remote-sensing measurements. In

addition, atmospheric transmission and possible interference effects from other

atmospheric species must be considered.

The trade-off of these factors may be seen in Eq. (1), which gives the

deduced path-averaged concentration of the absorbing molecule, Na, over the

range, R, as

Na = £n (Pa/Pa') + 2 (a - a')R / 2 (oa' - aa) R , (1)

where Pa is the backscattered signal power normalized to the transmitted

power, ca is the molecular absorption cross section, and a is the background

*extinction coefficient of the atmosphere; the primed and unprimed parameters

refer to values at the low- and high-absorption frequencies, respectively.1 0

*- As seen in Eq. (1), the accuracy in the measurement of Na is increased when

* (0a' - ca) is large, the accuracy in the measurement of Pa/Pa, is high,

*and (a - a') is negligible.

Based upon the above criteria, possible laser lines for the remote sensing

of NH3 along with the corresponding absorption coefficients of NH3 and the

atmospheric extinction are given in Table I. The NH3 absorption coefficients

for these CO2 laser lines 11 were obtained from measurements by Patty

et al. 12 and by Brewer and Bruce. 13 The atmospheric transmission and pos-

sible interference from other molecules were obtained from the AFGL tapes of
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